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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pollen grains are characterized by an astounding amount of morphological variation. The pollen grains depicted here represent range of different shapes, sizes, and sculptural ornamentations that individual plant species can produce.  



POLLEN AS “BIG DATA”

~470 million years of plant history
Billions of potential specimens

~Continuous deposition across a range of 
environments
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Pollen records record the history of terrestrial ecosystems.



REIMAGINING THE WORKFLOW

Collect samples

Process

Count

Analyze

Interpret
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from imaging to classification to interpretation 



Quantity: increase the 
throughput of pollen analysis

Reproducibility: improve the 
consistency and accuracy of 
pollen identifications

Resolution: produce repeatable 
recognition of species from 
pollen for more precise biome 
reconstructions

IS AUTOMATION THE ANSWER?
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----- Meeting Notes (5/2/17 13:54) -----verifiable and reproducable counts-only a few palynologists are trained on similar taxonomic datasets-minimize gray area of science evolution of species - assign biome to a pollen type



TRAINING ON HYPERDIVERSE SAMPLES
• A 15-year pollen rain record from Barro Colorado Island, Panama

• Obtained from a series of 20, evenly spaced pollen traps along two parallel 
transect in the 50 ha CTFS plot

• A 10-year pollen record from the Lutz weather tower
• Images to be analyzed this summer

• ~ 130 pollen morphotypes

Photo: STRI



One sample (41 @ 1 μm axial planes) = ~400 GB
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IMAGING POLLEN SLIDES FOR COUNTING
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB----- Meeting Notes (5/2/17 13:54) -----capturing same information that you could get on a light microscope-12 slaides in 24 hours-



VIRTUAL MICROSCOPE POLLEN IDENTIFICATIONS

• PNG images subsampled 
using a java script

• Slide images read from 
Matlab script

• Image metadata recorded 
for each individual pollen 
grain

• Slide ID
• Pollen coordinate
• Pollen radius
• 3-letter ID
• Confidence level (0-9)

• Images and metadata 
then shared with UC-
Irvine Computer Vision 
Collaborators
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB----- Meeting Notes (5/2/17 13:54) -----computer vision



COMPARING VIRTUAL AND LIGHT MICROSCOPY COUNTS

• Testing the fidelity of the 
virtual microscope using the 
10-year Lutz tower record

• Can pollen can be identified 
at the same taxonomic 
resolution and frequency?

• R^2 = 0.97

• Observed differences are likely 
reflective of differences in 
counting strategy: 

Manual: slide transects
Virtual: randomized images
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



TRAINING CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETS (CNN) FOR 
POLLEN IDENTIFICATIONS FROM ANNOTATED IMAGE DATA

• Images were randomly split into 
training and testing sets 

• Annotated training (ground truth) 
pollen image examples included the 
pollen id, location coordinate, and 
pollen grain radius

• CNN searches each image for 
patterns corresponding to each 
pollen id morphology

• Non-maximum suppression was used 
to identify pollen grains according to 
pollen ornamentation

Human
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Take annotated images to train CNN by dividing up the data up the data into training (70) and testing (30) images



SIMULTANEOUS POLLEN SEGMENTATION AND 
IDENTIFICATION

• 48-way classification matrices were constructed using the 47 most 
abundant pollen types and an additional category called “reject” 
comprised of pollen types not included in the 47 most abundant 

Machine Human
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Presentation Notes
Once the system is trained, it is able to classify pollen grains from a raw, unannotated image



• 48-way classification matrices were constructed using the 47 most 
abundant pollen types and an additional category called “reject” 
comprised of pollen types not included in the 47 most abundant 

Machine Machine

SIMULTANEOUS POLLEN SEGMENTATION AND 
IDENTIFICATION
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The reason why we need 3-dimensional scans are needed is because the critical morphological can be within any depth within a prepared slide



COMPLETE AUTOMATION: CONFUSION MATRICES
~70% accurate on full 47 pollen type training set, 87.25% on 25 most accurate types 
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



COMPLETE AUTOMATION: CONFUSION MATRICES
>90% accuracy
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



COMPLETE AUTOMATION: CONFUSION MATRICES
>90% accuracy
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB
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COMPLETE AUTOMATION: CONFUSION MATRICES
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



COMPLETE AUTOMATION: CONFUSION MATRICES
<50% accuracy
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



THE PAIRWISE COMPARISONS IN THE CONFUSION MATRIX SHOWING 
THE MOST DISAGREEMENT ARE MORPHOLOGICALLY VERY SIMILAR

Ficus (66% accuracy) was misclassified 29% of the time as Brosinum-type

Ficus (Moraceae) Brosinum-type(Moraceae)
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



THE PAIRWISE COMPARISONS IN THE CONFUSION MATRIX SHOWING 
THE MOST DISAGREEMENT ARE MORPHOLOGICALLY VERY SIMILAR

Trema (47% accuracy) was misclassified 50% of the times as Brosinum-type

Brosinum-type(Moraceae)Trema (Ulmaceae)
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



THE PAIRWISE COMPARISONS IN THE CONFUSION MATRIX SHOWING 
THE MOST DISAGREEMENT ARE MORPHOLOGICALLY VERY SIMILAR

Piperaceae (27% accuracy) was misclassified 57% of the times as Cecropia

Cecropia (Urticaceae)Piperaceae
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



CONCLUSIONS

• Overall, our results are very promising given this 
difficult classification problem

• Our preliminary results show that automated 
segmentation and classification models can distinguish 
pollen types from hyper-diverse samples

• Model performance is poorest on pollen types that are 
morphologically very similar

• Predicted outputs should improve as the neural nets are 
trained on more tagged examples
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The first step in pollen automation relates to scanning the images. We are using a pathology microscope, the Nanozoomer, which we’ve hacked to some extent to work with our samples and allows us to image entire pollen samples at 400x magnification, with multiple axial planes of focus. However, at one level, though, this is our bottleneck. Ideally, we would like higher resolution – some of the tropical taxa, particularly the fossil ones, have features that are only visible at 630x mag. We also constantly run into problems with our files sizes. One sample = 700 GB



FUTURE DIRECTIONS

• The same system can be implemented using training 
data from herbarium and reference material collections

• Apply the methodology to fossil records

• Create a collaborative pollen identification database 
that harnesses the expertise of multiple palynologists

• Expand to other proxies
• Diatoms
• Phytoliths
• Cuticles 
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We are just scratching the surface of fully automated pollen identificationMultiple people tagging images to come to consensus ids
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